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Did the Company have
sufficient reason to relieve grievant of First
Operator responsibilities?
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It was stipulated that in 1958 grievant committed an Operator error.
A Foreman of a crew in the field which was going to work on an electric
line was given a clearance by grievant to go ahead and work on the line
although it was energized.
It was this error plus a previous record pertaining to grievant that
lead the Company to demote him from a First Operator to a Second
Operator. The other item taken into account by the Company was an
operating error which the Company claimed grievant committed in 1951,
as well as a series of so-called safety letters authored by grievant.
POSITION OF PARTIES

t

Company's position:. That grievant is incompetent to perform the duties
of a FIrst operator; that the Company's action in demoting h~ was not
arbitrary, capricious or discr~natory.
Union's position: That the discipline imposed on grievant was improper because the Company, through its supervisors and others, contributed materially to the 1958 error; that he was discriminated
against, in that others who also erred in 1958 were given disciplinary action of a lesser degree; that the Company is estopped from
relying on the 1951 incident because of the passage of t~e; that he
committed no such error in 1951 that would justify demotion; that the
safety letters do not warrant a demotion; that grievant has been employed by the Company for 28 years; that no basis exists for the demotion.
FINDINGS OF FACT
The record sustains the following findings of fact:
1. That First Operator (the position that had been held by grievant)
is in complete charge of the sub-station.

2. That grievant permitted an overhead foreman to report on an energized 12 K.V. circuit or Tie Line. When the DO told grievant to
• report the foreman on, grievant did not tell the DO that the line was
• hot clear up to Station G. Grievant states that he usually checked to
see if the line was hot but did not do 80 in this case.

3. It is the Operator's duty to de-energize the line by opening the
switches and after it is de-energized, to open the disconnects.
4. After the First Operator gives clearance to a man in the field, he
writes out a "Man on Line" tag and places it on the point of control.
5. Grievant knew at the time he talked to the foreman that the line
was hot.
6. Grievant claims that he thought the line was hot to switch 11599
which he thought was outside of Station G. But that in 1958, switch
was not in the location indicated; that the foreman did not mention
such a switch.
7. That ''Manon Line" meant the foreman was going to work clear up to
Station G; that 'Man on Line" showed that the foreman was cleared between Stations K and G, and that Station G goes beyond the location of
switch 11599 (even if it had been in existence) in 1958.
8. Grievant agrees that if switch 11599 had actually existed and if tit
had been opened it would have recorded on his ammeter.
9. Grievant admitted that it was an error to permit the foreman to
report on a hot line, and it was stipulated that under the rules of
the Company, as written, such an action would have been an error.
10. That the "safety letters" written by grievant indicate a misunderstanding of the Company safety rules.
11. That grievant failed in 1951 to make certain that all grounds had.
been removed before energizing the field and that his failure to do so
resulted in substantial damage; that he thus violated the Company rules
in 1951; and that he was in fact at that time reprimanded.
12. That at the time of the 1958 incident, the Operator at Station K,
committed an error, as did the Division Operator. The former was given
a reprimand and placed on probation; the latter was given a reprUDand.
It is clear from the record in this case that grievant demonstrated
sufficient incompetency to have justified the Company·s action in demoting him in 1958 from a First Operator to a Second Operator.
The background of grievant·s activities in the 1951 incident and with
reference to the safety letters gave ample ground for raising same
question concerning his campetency, at least insofar as the duties and
responsibilities of a First Operator are concerned. His actions in
the 1958 incident clinched the suspicions which grievant by his own
activities had developed.
Grievant stated that he would tell anyone that a hot line was involved
in an operation, and yet he admits he did not do so in 1958. No excuse was offered or established for committing such an error. The
danger of such an error to human life is all to apparent to require

comment. Knowing the danger but failing to act concerning it, clearly
establishes that grievant could not be continued in a position w11ich
encompasses the duties and responsibilities of a First Operator.
Some of the mitigating circumstances suggested by the Union on
grievant's behalf do not change this conclusion. There was no discrimination as to grievant. Others involved were also disciplined.
The Company explained the reasons why they were given discipline less
than a demotion.
The attempt by grievant to explain his lack of action on the ground
that he thought switch #1599 was in existence is entitled to no weight,
since it is clear that he knew that switch 11599 was not in existence.
This was an effort to create an excuse after the event.
Serious weight cannot be given to the contention that grievant did not
tell the foreman that the line was hot because he (grievant) claims he
was instructed never to contradict a supervisor's statement.
The unfortunate fact is that grievant did not tell the DO or anyone
else that the line was hot.
The record in this case, with varticular weight being given the 1958
incident, sustains the Company s position.
DECISION
_

The Company had sufficient reason to relieve grievant of First Operator responsibilities.
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